SPIRIT
A AM7 D/A A
SPIRIT JOINED AND SO WAS FORMED TEN THOUSAND YEARS AGO
AM7 D/A D A
BETWEEN THE SWAN AND HERCULES WHERE EVEN DARK CLOUDS GLOW
A AM7 D/A A
TO LIVE WITH GRACE TO RIDE THE SWELL TO YET BE STRONG OF WILL
AM7 D/A D A
TO LOVE THE WIND, TO LEARN ITS SONG, AND EMPTY SPACE TO FILL
E A D A
APOLLO TAUGHT ME TO RHYME, ORPHEUS TAUGHT ME TO PLAY
E A D/A A
ANDROMEDA CASTS DOWN HER SIGN, AND VEGA LIGHTS MY WAY
A/G#, DF#, A/E, AM7, D/A, D/A, A
A AM7 D/A A
SMOKE RINGS IN A GALAXY, AN ENDLESS FLIGHT THROUGH TIME
AM7 D/A D A
LYRA GAVE HER HARP TO HIM, AND LEFT HIM FREE TO CLimb
A AM7 D/A A
A WINTER'S JOURNEY FROM THE MOON, TO REACH THE SUMMER SUN
AM7 D/A D A
TO RISE AGAIN TO SING FOR YOU, A SONG THAT'S YET UNSUNG
E A D A
APOLLO TAUGHT ME TO RHYME, ORPHEUS TAUGHT ME TO PLAY
E A D/A A
ANDROMEDA CASTS DOWN HER SIGN, AND VEGA LIGHTS MY WAY
A/G#, DF#, A/E, AM7, D/A, D/A, A
A AM7 D/A A
SPIRIT JOINED AND SO WAS FORMED TEN THOUSAND YEARS AGO
AM7 D/A D A
BETWEEN THE SWAN AND HERCULES WHERE EVEN DARK CLOUDS GLOW
A AM7 D/A A
TO LIVE WITH GRACE TO RIDE THE SWELL TO YET BE STRONG OF WILL
AM7 D/A D A
TO LOVE THE WIND, TO LEARN ITS SONG, AND EMPTY SPACE TO FILL
A AM7, D/A, A